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Quantitative Mapping of Lithium in the SEM
Using Composition by Difference Method
Lithium (Li)-containing compounds
and alloys are critical to many
key technologies of the twentyfirst century, from Li-ion batteries
used to power mobile electronic
devices and cars to lightweight
structural alloys. Progress in these
fields has been remarkable
given the lack of a method to
determine lithium content at
the microscale. Commonly,
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy
(EDS) in the Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) is employed for
microanalysis. However, this has
not been possible for elements
with atomic number (Z) <4 as the
characteristic X-rays emitted (e.g.,
Li K at 55 eV) are easily attenuated
by the sample or presence of
an oxide layer or contamination
and require the use of highly
specialized detectors. Even so,
a limit of detection of ~20 wt. %
Li and the inability to perform
quantitative measurements due
to the dependence on the Li
bonding state present significant
issues [1]. However, quantification

of Li in the SEM was demonstrated
recently using a composition by
difference method based on EDS
and quantitative Backscattered
Electron Imaging (qBEI) [2]. EDS
analysis was used to quantify
elements Z = 4 – 94, while qBEI
was used to determine the mean
atomic mass (the qBEI signal being
a function of atomic number
for Z = 1 – 94). The fraction of
light elements (Z = 1 – 3) was
calculated and, given the MgLi
alloy analyzed, assumed to be Li.
Using this method, detection of
<5 wt. % Li was demonstrated with
acceptable accuracy (~1 wt. %).
We extend the composition by
difference method to generate
quantitative, spatially resolved
elemental maps of a MgAlLi
alloy. The sample was cast
with a nominal composition of
Mg52.6Li18.3Al29.1 wt. %. The sample
was prepared by broad beam
argon milling using a Gatan Ilion®
polisher. To minimize reaction with
the atmosphere, the sample was
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(arrowed). To avoid incorrect
data interpretation, these
regions were excluded from
the elemental maps that were
calculated.
Magnesium, aluminum, and, for
the first time, lithium elemental
maps were calculated using
the composition by difference
method [2] (Figure 2). The
Figure 1. a) Secondary and b) backscattered electron images of MgLiAl alloy; c) elemental
matrix was determined to be
map revealing Mg matrix and Al-rich secondary intermetallic phase.
Mg90.6Li9.4 wt. % with little spatial
variation; however, the second
transferred to the SEM immersed in isopropanol.
phase
exhibited
wide
compositional variation from
A field emission SEM was used to collect EDS and
Mg
Li
Al
to
Mg
Li
26 11 63
10 43Al47 (mean Li content of 35.5
qBEI maps at 3 and 5 kV, respectively, selected to
wt.
%).
These
results
agree well with thermodynamic
reveal the sample microstructure while ensuring
calculations
predicting
a Mg-rich matrix with BCC Li
comparable sampling depths of the signals. EDS
configuration
and
an
FCC
AlLi secondary intermetallic
spectra were captured using an EDAX Octane Elite
phase
capable
of
accommodating
broad ranges of
EDS System, and quantified elemental maps were
Mg-content.
calculated in the APEX software. qBEI was performed
using a Gatan OnPoint™ backscattered electron
detector and image analysis was performed using the
DigitalMicrograph® software.
In good agreement with thermodynamic simulations
using Thermo-Calc software, secondary and
backscattered electron images (Figure 1) revealed a
eutectic microstructure with 61:39 area % while EDS
maps revealed a Mg-rich matrix and Al-rich MgAl
secondary phase (Figure 1c). Despite careful sample
handling, high carbon and oxygen concentrations
plus surface pitting in some regions provide evidence
of reaction with the atmosphere. Sample topography
is known to affect the backscattered electron yield
and observed topographic features correlated
with anomalous ‘dark’ features in the qBEI data

The results demonstrate that single-digit mass
percentages of Li can be mapped quantitatively in
the SEM using the composition by difference method.
Limitations of the method are known to include
surface topography, as well as the presence of
unknown quantities of H or He (or voids). Nevertheless,
the methodology offers distinct advantages
compared to specialized “Li” EDS detectors.
References
[1] P. Hovington et al., Scanning 38 (2016) p571–578
[2] JA. Österreicher et al., Scripta Materialia 194 (2021)
113664

Figure 2. Secondary electron image and elemental metal fraction maps (by wt. %) of the same region of the MgLiAl alloy; white pixels are
regions excluded from the analysis due to influence of topography (identified by arrows in the secondary electron image).
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Correlative Microscopy with OIM Analysis
Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) is an
established microanalysis tool for characterizing a
material’s crystallographic microstructure. In practice,
EBSD typically requires a significant sample tilt value (≈
70°) to improve the yield of diffracted backscattered
electrons towards the EBSD detector. The sample
geometry is often not ideal for other characterization
techniques within the Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). The notable exception to this is the Energy
Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) detector, which can
be positioned to efficiently collect X-ray data from
both a flat and a highly tilted sample. However,
the techniques are more limited by a tilted sample
geometry. Wavelength Dispersive Spectrometry (WDS)
and Cathodoluminescence (CL) are two examples
of this. These techniques can provide information to
complement the EBSD (and EDS) characterization
but require a non-tilted sample surface for data
acquisition. Correlative microscopy is an excellent
approach for combining these different techniques
for more comprehensive characterization. In
correlative microscopy, datasets are collected from
the same area of interest on a sample using each
characterization modality. The data is then spatially
correlated so that each representative pixel on the
sampling grid from the area of interest has data values
from each analytical technique of interest. To facilitate
this correlative microscopy, tools for alignment and
analysis are available in the OIM Analysis™ Software.
EBSD and CL data were collected from a cadmium
telluride (CdTe) solar cell material to demonstrate this
correlative analysis capability. The CdTe films were
grown using radio frequency magnetron sputtering.
After deposition, the film received a 30-minute
CdCl2 treatment in air at 387 °C to passivate the
grain boundary structure and grow the grains within
the microstructure. Due to the film’s roughness, a
focused ion beam was used at a 1° glancing angle
to mill a flat region on the surface for analysis. The
EBSD data was collected using a Velocity™ Super
EBSD Detector, operating at 20 kV and 2,000 indexed
points per second at 20 kV beam energy and 6.4 nA
beam current at 70° sample tilt (note the required
68.5° stage tilt + 1.5° from the FIB glancing angle into
the surface). The CL data was collected from the
same area using a Gatan Monarc Pro CL System. A
hyperspectral map was collected from 700 nm to
1100 nm with a 0.2 dwell time. DigitalMicrograph®
was used to visualize the hyperspectral data. A

primary Gaussian peak was identified at 807 nm,
and a greyscale image was generated using this
wavelength along with the Secondary Electron (SE)
image collected with the CL data.
A correlative microscopy tool within OIM Analysis
associates the images from the complementary
techniques with the EBSD data. In this example,
the 807 nm CL and SE images were selected for
correlation. The intensity range of this data can be
associated with each image. Spatial correlation
between these maps and the EBSD data is achieved
using a Quadratic Bivariate correlation method. This
method requires at least nine features to be identified
in both the correlated and EBSD data. In this case,
the SE maps collected during both acquisitions were
used, as the structure contained voids that were easily
identifiable in both images. This approach allows the
correlated data to be mapped to the EBSD data
and does not require the same sampling step size for
both techniques. Figure 1 illustrates the correlated
SE images from both the EBSD and CL acquisitions,
showing the correlative alignment.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Correlated SE images from a) EBSD and b) CL acquisitions.
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Figure 2. EBSD grain
map, where grains are
determined from the
measured orientations and
then randomly colored to
show grain morphology.

Figure 2 shows the EBSD
grain map, where grains
are determined from the
measured orientations and
then randomly colored to
show grain morphology.
A grayscale image of the
correlated CL map of the
807 nm wavelength emission,
was generated from the
correlated values in OIM
Analysis is shown in Figure 3.
The CL detector detected
this map of the intensity of
the light at this wavelength.
The light was generated by
recombining charge carriers
within the CdTe material and
expected to be correlated to
the primary band gap of the
material.

Figure 4 shows how the
EBSD and CL data can be
visualized together. This
image illustrates the EBSD
Image Quality map with grayscale contrast while
the CL intensity data at 807 nm is colored using a
white-to-red coloring scheme across the intensity
distribution. The correlation
allows for the analysis of
relationships between the
EBSD and CL data. For
example, the highlighting
tool within OIM Analysis can
be used to measure the
CL intensity across different
grain boundary types in
the microstructure. In this
example, random highangle grain boundaries had
lower CL signal levels than
twin boundaries within the
CdTe. These results suggest
that twin boundaries are
beneficial to CdTe conversion
efficiency by reducing
charge recombination sites
within the material. CL signal
can also be correlated with
Figure 3. Grayscale image
of the correlated CL map
crystallographic orientation.
of the 807 nm wavelength
Figure 5 shows a scalar
emission, generated from
texture Inverse Pole Figure
the correlated values in
(IPF) plot of the CL intensity
OIM Analysis.

values as a function of
orientation. This map shows
some relationship between
the crystal orientation and
CL signal intensity, with the
(001) orientation relative to
the surface-normal direction
having higher CL intensities.
This application shows how
meaningful data can be
extracted from the correlation
of CL and EBSD data and, in
broader terms, the usefulness
of correlative microscopy
in general. CL is particularly
interesting, as solar cell
materials’ properties depend
on compositional uniformity
and defect concentrations,
Figure 4. The EBSD and
which can be measured
CL data are visualized
together in this EBSD
in detail with CL. EBSD
Image Quality map with
provides crystallographic
grayscale contrast. The
microstructure
CL intensity data at 807
characterization to
nm is colored using a
white-to-red coloring
complement these
scheme across the intensity measurements. The
distribution.
correlative features within
OIM Analysis offer powerful
tools to align, visualize, and measure the relationships
between these analytical techniques, and provide
new insight into material performance.

Figure 5. A scalar texture IPF plot of the CL intensity values as a
function of orientation.
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Ways to Improve the EDS Quantitative Results Accuracy: Efficiency
and eZAF SCC Database
The definition of the “Quant” task is that it simply
converts the elemental characteristic X-rays into
weight fractions, showing the concentrations of
the elements. The element-related signal must be
extracted from raw measured data, e.g., from the
spectrum. Some processing and pre-evaluation
steps are required before obtaining the pure
signal, e.g., corrected with regard to detector
artifacts, to determine the background (mainly the
bremsstrahlung), and if necessary, also to deconvolute
different element origin data if it is not possible to get
separate measured data due to limited spectrometer
resolution (peak deconvolution). With its state-of-theart algorithm, the EDAX spectra evaluation software is
equipped to handle all parts of the spectra processing
to get the best determination of the pure-element
signals extracted from spectra.
The used signals are normally:
•

Net-counts of characteristic X-rays (means
bremsstrahlung background is already subtracted)
for standardless evaluation

•

P/B-ratios, which are net-counts of characteristic
X-rays divided by measured bremsstrahlung of the
same energy, for standardless evaluation

•

K-ratios, which are net-count ratios of
characteristic X-rays of an unknown specimen
measurement divided by the measurements of the
net-counts from one or several standard(s) with
known element composition, for standards-based
evaluation

The measured elemental signals provide the raw data
for the quantification algorithm. Firstly, they depend
on the excitation, the primary electron energy, which
is determined by the high voltage (HV) of the electron
microscope. This is the Generation of X-rays that
depends on the concentration of the element, which
is the base analytical relation.
Net-counts = X-ray Generation (C, Z, E) * Absorption
(Z, Zm, E) * Fluorescence (Z, Zm, E) * Efficiency (E)
Z is the atomic number of the considered element; E is
the energy of the element-line used for Quant; C is the
concentration of the element, and Zm stands for all
other elements in the composition that have an effect
depending on their concentrations Cm.

It also depends on the other elements in the sample
and the entire composition via self-absorption of
generated X-rays in the sample (Absorption) and
enhancement of the considered X-rays by additional
fluorescence effects (Fluorescence). Therefore,
the measured signals need to be corrected with
regards to the different physical effects, Absorption,
and Fluorescence. This process is named ‘matrixcorrection’ and depends on the composition of the
matrix-elements (Zm). The quantification algorithm
(Quant) needs to work iteratively because the
required knowledge about the composition of all
other elements is also still not known.
The significant effects are Generation and
Absorption. Fluorescence is an enhanced effect of
additional X-rays that were not generated by the
primary electrons. This can be important with lowconcentration elements and special constellations
of major elements in the composition. But it is
usually a minor effect, affecting only the analytics if
element concentrations are minimal in special cases.
Therefore, it will not be discussed here with the topic of
general Quant accuracy improvement.
It is a basic thought that if an element in a specimen
has double the counts compared to another
specimen, then one would assume that the
concentration of this element is double as well. It is
almost true in terms of the Generation of X-rays for a
given HV. But unfortunately, this is usually not always
true with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) in
a Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), which is a
highly non-linear analytical method. The Absorption
of generated X-rays in a specimen does influence the
measured results. It is even more uncertain in cases
where the effect is high because Mass Absorption
Coefficients (MACs) have jumps and determine the
properties for absorption physics in a specimen. They
are especially uncertain with X-ray energies close to
the electron shell energies (the jumps) of the elements
in a specimen’s composition. One example is given
in Figure 1. A simulated binary example of an Al/
Si compound, whereby the Si radiation has a high
absorption effect of Al with non-linear behavior. But it
is not the case for measurements with PeBaZAF, which
use P/B-ratios with Si, which are still quite linear.
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in relation to P/B. However, the uncertainty associated
with determining the P/B values is not as high as with
the absorption effects that accompany net-countbased measurements.
Figure 2 shows the substantial absorption effects of
Si-K radiation in an Al-rich specimen composition.
The effects are not only visible in the bremsstrahlung
calculated absorption jumps, but the peak heights
(net-counts) of both elements are much different,
even though both have the same concentration in
the specimen.
Everything with Quant deals with the specimen
emitted X-rays, not with the measured net-counts:
Net-counts (emitted) = Net-counts (measured) /
Efficiency (E)

Figure 1. Measured X-ray net-counts vs. P/B values with a
calculated Al/Si binary sample (Al blue; Si red). The x-axis shows
the element concentrations of Si or Al, and the y-axis depicts the
P/B and net-counts arbitrary units.

The P/B is like linearizing the Quant question. But it
needs to be mentioned that the problem is partially
delegated to determine the P/B measurement values,
which are interpolations from the real measured
spectrum. This is because the pure bremsstrahlung
measured counts of the same energy are not
measurable directly at the same energy where
characteristic lines are. With modern Silicon Drift
Detectors (SDDs) that measure high count rates,
there is no longer a statistic limitation of the P/B signal
[1]. It is more the limiting systematic error with the
determination of divided bremsstrahlung-background

So, the first task is to calculate the true emitted
X-rays using the required knowledge associated
with detector efficiency. But this is not always
required. The efficiency cancels out with a standards
comparison measurement with FSQ (Full Standards
Quant) if for each unknown element, a standard was
measured with the same detector and geometry.
The analytical results with standardless P/B-based
quantification are also not influenced. But because
the PeBaZAF is working only for energies >1 keV P/Bbased quantification, it is still required to consider the
detector efficiency with Z < 11 elements, where the
net-counts are used.
Therefore, the PeBaZAF standardless method achieves
about ±10% relative result accuracy (standard
deviation 5%) even without the need for any
additional use of an empirically measured database
[1,2]. It is because the Quant question is partially
linearized, and all Z ≥ 11 element determinations are
not influenced by detector efficiency, which is the
next point of uncertainty to be discussed.
The detector efficiency is quite complex and sensitive,
which influences all analytical results if an efficiencyindependent method is not used (such as FSQ with
measurement of standards with the same system;
like PeBaZAF all elements Z ≥11). There can be
uncertainties with the detector and window-specific
properties, and each individual detector has residual
uncertainties due to manufacturing reasons, SEM
geometry, aging, and window contaminations.

Figure 2. A simulated spectrum example with 50% mass fraction
of both elements (often named weight%) at 20 kV excitation,
evaluated with the EDAX advanced spectra evaluation software
tool.

Knowledge about efficiency is required, especially
for eZAF standardless, and FSQ if a standards data
library must be created for use by other measurement
systems without remeasurement of the standards.
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For this reason, an Efficiency Correction Factor (ECF)
can be determined and used empirically. It can
provide efficiency corrections to consider the actual
properties of used detectors [3].

a)

In addition, the generation of X-rays already has
uncertainties in Quant models and fundamental
atomic data. It is more uncertain the closer the
primary electron energy is to the excited element shell
energy. We have introduced an empirical database,
Standards Customized Coefficients (SCC) for eZAF
standardless, to optimize the model and parameters
for a given set of conditions.
Net-counts = X-ray Generation * SCC * Absorption *
Fluorescence * Efficiency (E) * ECF

b)

Figure 3. a) Efficiency curve of older EDAX detectors (the pink
line is window transmission; the green line is complete detector
efficiency) with diamonds representing the true used efficiency by
Quant, which can differ from theory and Synchrotron measured
values by using ECFs. The example shows Quant internally applied
ECFs to address a divergence effect by Moxtek windows lamella
[3]. b) Originally calculated efficiency (curve) corrected by ECF
values.

The detector-based effects on measured X-rays
(possible to correct with ECF) must be separated
from the specimen’s internal generation of X-rays
(SCC). The ECF Efficiency correction values should
be independent of the model, eZAF, or PeBaZAF (Z
< 11). The SCC directly adjusts the X-ray Generation
physics. Applying SCC factors makes it possible to
compensate for general deviations in X-ray yields
for given elements over a wide range of electron
excitation energies [4]. But it is also possible to
improve the eZAF for applications where SCC
values are measured empirically to compensate
for standardless result deviations. But because this
is just a factor, it cannot address non-linearities due
to huge interdependencies between elements, as
shown in Figure 1. However, following the “customizedstandardless” method is quite useful for special limited
application purposes and dedicated specimen
composition ranges. One can generate (measure)
a dedicated SCC dataset with known composition
samples, making it possible to store this empirical
dataset with a dedicated name. These created
datasets can be used at any time for standardless
eZAF if similar samples are measured again.

Figure 4. Efficiency curve of more recent EDAX detectors (the pink line is window transmission; the
green line is complete detector efficiency) with diamonds representing the true used efficiency by
Quant. The theory and Synchrotron measured values are the same, and no divergence effect is
visible with the new C2 type window grids.

For assessment and
SCC determinations, it is
compulsory to work with
eZAF unnormalized results.
Any normalization makes it
hard to detect where the
deviations might be from.
In the Al/Si example, the
challenging element is not
the Al; it is entirely the Si in
this specimen type. One
cannot determine if the
eZAF results are monitored
continuously when
normalized to 100%.
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Also, the incorrect determination of Al is due to the
incorrect Si results due to the normalization equation
effect. And even the Si mistakes will be smaller;
they will not be detectable with real deviations.
To get eZAF not normalized results, a “reference
measurement” is required with a pure element
specimen. This means that this obtains the unknown
absolute relation of eZAF to calculate absolute
results, by adjusting this way the beam-current and/
or detector solid angle. With routine analysis, eZAF
should only be applied not-normalized to identify bad
analysis results and to avoid analytical result blunders.
And it is recommended to determine the case in
which the analysis goes out of the reasonability via
concentration total. In this instance, a new reference
measurement should be taken. If everything is OK,
one can use the normalized results for reporting and
final analytical assessment. The reference value is
the absolute adjustment of the measurement and,
therefore, a core analytical parameter for eZAF, stored
with each spectrum, that is just as important as HV,
acquisition live-time, and count rate. The “reference
measurement” is the key to improving eZAF and
getting an absolute view.
It is impossible to address huge non-linear effects
over big composition differences with a simple
SCC factor for the element line series. The following
example with an SCC-based Quant adjustment shows
the limitations. The results are improved only for a
specimen type and specific area of concentrations
and compositions.

a)

Figure 5a shows the eZAF calculated element
compositions (unnormalized) for Al and Si over the Si
content. The broad light-red line shows the original
measurement effect (net-counts) for comparison.
Therefore, the eZAF correction algorithm already
did a great job. However, there are still deviations,
especially with low Si concentrations, if X-rays are
greatly absorbed by the dominating Al in the
specimen.
The Si result deviations are still more than 20% relative
to the Si compositions, up to 30% concentration. Figure
5b shows the same situation, but Si’s SCC value was
determined using the 10% Si spectrum. The relative
deviations for Si are now < 10% relative to all Quant
results, up to a Si concentration of 30%. The problem
with this is that the deviations exceed 30% relatively
for high Si concentrations. The created empirical
database (in this example, only one SCC value for
Si-K) is not possible to use in general, but it is good
to use it with Al/Si samples of low Si concentrations.
One can name this special database “Si in high
concentration Al” and store it, ready to use for similar
specimen and applications. But once again, this is not
recommended to use in a general context to improve
eZAF in an empirical way; it would destroy all other
analytical results for Si if Si is in high concentrations
and if no Al is in the specimen. With this example, the
pure Si result rises to more than 130%. Sure, if this result
is normalized, it would be 100% if Al concentration is
determined to be minimal.

b)

Figure 5. a) Calculated concentration results by eZAF for binary Al/Si example specimen (blue Al; red Si) over the Si nominal
concentration, all in % units. The broad light-red line is the Si net-count raw data curve from Figure 1, arbitrary units, not yet ZAF corrected.
b) The same sample but with low Si concentrations using SCC.
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But it matters in almost all other normalized cases
because the element atomic-shell excitation relations
to each other would get out of balance. Therefore, do
not normalize your eZAF results all the time. Be aware
that pure element specimen results will be corrupted
and are only possible to watch with no normalization.

dedicated applications on your work. Additionally,
there will be a factory all-purpose database available
in the future.

The SCC database is dedicated to correct/adjust the
excitation part of specimen physics with eZAF. It was
required to assist with the standardless unnormalized
calculation option. Only a reference measurement
with one pure element specimen is required. It is only
necessary to repeat if the conditions have been
changed (e.g., the beam-current changed and is not
under precise measurement control).

References

•

To correct/adjust the element’s X-ray lines
excitation in relation to each other (cross-sections
of shell excitation and X-ray emission probabilities).

•

To get similar results over a wide range of used HV
(primarily electron energies).

•

To improve results, “customized standardless”
can be used for dedicated applications (e.g.,
for a defined specimen and/or composition
type) because it can change the calculation in
a manner that makes the accuracy of the same
elements with entirely different concentrations or
in completely different matrix composition worse
with Quant.

It is the first step to achieve the focused goals for eZAF
(Figure 6).

[1] Eggert F (2020) “Effect of the Silicon Drift Detector
on EDAX Standardless Quant Methods” Microscopy
Today 28/2 34-39
[2] EDAX-Insight (2019) “EDAX Standardless Quant
Methods” 17/1 1-3
[3] Eggert F et al. (2021) “The Detector Efficiency
Question with EDS” Microscopy and Microanalysis
27(S1) 1674-1676
[4] Rafaelson J, Eggert F, Kawabata M (2021) “EDS
Quantification Using Fe L Peaks and Low Beam
Energy” Microscopy and Microanalysis 27(S1) 16701672

The software operator and the analyst can access
the SCC database. Improved eZAF results with
“customized standardless” can be achieved with

Figure 6. The goal of improving eZAF accuracy with empirical measurements and databases [1,2].
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EVENTS AND TRAINING

2021 Worldwide Events
The Nanotechnology Show
October 13 – 14

Edison, NJ

National Electron Microscope Conference
October 14 – 18

Guangdong, China

Materials Science & Technology (MS&T) Expo
October 17 – 21

ISTFA 2021

October 31 – 		
November 4

Columbus, OH
Phoenix, AZ

MAFS Annual Meeting
October 31 –
November 5

Chicago, IL

Japan Analytical Scientific Instruments Show
November 8 – 10

Chiba, Japan

Materials Research Society (MRS) Fall Meeting
November 28 –
December 3

Boston, MA

Visit https://www.edax.com/news-events/conferences-tradeshows for a complete list of events.

2021 Worldwide Training
Europe

China

EDS Microanalysis (APEX™ EDS)
October 4 – 5		
Weiterstadt#
November 22 – 23		
Weiterstadt*

EDS Microanalysis
December 6 – 10		

Shanghai (ACES)

EBSD OIM Academy
November 16 – 18		

Shenzhen City

EBSD OIM Academy
October 6 – 8		
November 24 – 26		

Weiterstadt#
Weiterstadt*

North America

Pegasus (EDS & EBSD)
October 4 – 8		
November 22 – 26		

Weiterstadt#

EDS Microanalysis
TBD				Mahwah, NJ

Weiterstadt*

*Presented in German
#Presented in English

EBSD OIM Academy
TBD				Mahwah, NJ
Pegasus (EDS & EBSD)
TBD				Mahwah, NJ

Japan
EDS Microanalysis (APEX™ EDS)
October 15 			
Virtual (Beginner)
November 19		
Virtual (Advanced)

EBSD OIM School

November 4 – 5		

Osaka

Visit https://www.edax.com/support/training-schools for a complete list and additional information on our training courses.
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EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT

Drew Griffin

Chang Lu

Drew Griffin joined EDAX and Gatan in July 2021. Drew
is the United States Northeast Regional Sales Manager
based in Boston, MA, providing support for customers
in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
Drew previously worked for EDAX as a Regional Sales
Manager on the West Coast from 2016 – 2017.

Chang joined EDAX and Gatan as an Applications
Specialist on May 18, 2021. Based in Beijing, China, he
performs product demonstrations to show how strong
the product lines are and how they can help potential
customers with their research. In addition, Chang is
responsible for post-sales training at customer sites,
providing technical support to existing customers,
presenting seminars, and promoting products at
various trade shows and conferences.

Drew brings with him a wealth of experience in the
nanotechnology/microscopy instrumentation field.
From 2020 – 2021, he was the Director of Sales at
Nanosurf in the Boston area before he served as the
Technical Sales Manager for Asylum Research from
2017 – 2020. Before his first stint at EDAX, he spent four
years at Bruker Nano Surfaces. Drew started as a Sales
Application Specialist and then worked as a Sales
Account Manager in the Southern California and the
Rocky Mountains region.
In 2003, Drew earned a Bachelor of Science in
Chemistry from Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University. In addition to his job, he has continued to
do research and has several publications.

Before EDAX and Gatan, Chang was an Application
Scientist at Bruker in Beijing for two years. He
completed his bachelor’s degree in Physical
Chemistry at Beihang University (formerly Beijing
University of Aeronautics and Astronautics). Chang
earned his Ph.D. in Physical Chemistry at Wake Forest
University in Winston-Salem, NC, in 2019.
In his free time, Chang enjoys watching shows and
movies on Netflix and visiting museum exhibitions. He
also likes to spend time with his cat, Boris.

Drew and his wife, Allison, have a son, Henry. Outside
of work, Drew enjoys hiking, skiing, cycling, and
swimming. He tries to spend the majority of his free
time outdoors with his family. Drew is also a youth
sports coach in Hopkinton, MA.
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National Institute of Standards and Technology Fatigue and Fracture
Group, Boulder, CO
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) provides solutions to industrially relevant
problems and ensures quality assurance across
multiple sectors through its portfolio of services of
measurements, standards, and metrology. The
Materials Measurement Laboratory (MML) serves
as NIST’s reference laboratory for measurements
in chemical, biological, and materials sciences,
including activities that range from fundamental
and applied research to the development and
dissemination of tools and reference materials
and data. Within the MML, the Applied Chemicals
and Materials Division (ACMD) is home to the
Fatigue and Fracture Group, which assists industry,
government agencies, and universities with material
durability assessment under extreme processing
and environmental conditions and conducts failure
analysis.

(e.g., internal defects, surface defects, residual
stress, crystallographic variations, and chemical
segregation) to fatigue and fracture behavior of AM
metals. The materials of interest include aluminum-,
titanium-, iron-, or nickel-based alloys with standard
or tailored compositions. The Group rapidly measures
and analyzes these materials to provide the data to
the aerospace and biomedical device industries for
accelerated qualification and certification of AM
parts.

Figure 2. AM Inconel 718 (a nickel-based superalloy) created
by laser-beam melting powder-bed fusion. This map of grain
orientations reveals an anisotropic microstructure along the laser
scanning direction. Note this view is perpendicular to the build
direction (Z).

Figure 1. Ti-6Al-4V created by a form of AM called electron-beam
melting powder-bed fusion. This map of grain orientations reveals
an anisotropic microstructure, with respect to the build direction
(Z). In this case, the internal porosity was sealed by a standard hot
isostatic pressing treatment.

The Fatigue and Fracture Group has recently been
testing the reliability of additively manufactured
(AM) metals. While the AM field will generate
sales in the then of billions this year, the use of
metal AM components is limited to non-safetycritical applications due to the uncertainty of their
mechanical performance. One of the Fatigue and
Fracture Group’s current projects is to determine and
quantify physical effects that link processing, postprocessing parameters, and unique microstructures

The Fatigue and Fracture Group is using EDAX
Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) and Electron
Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD) systems to help show
how chemical and crystallographic variations can
span multiple length scales in AM metals. Highresolution EDS mapping enables quantification
of nano-scale chemical segregation based on
differences in melting, scanning, and processing
strategies. Large-area (10 x 10 mm) EBSD mapping
with an appropriate step size (1 µm) provides
quantification of texture and morphological variations
in the microstructure of AM metals based on how an
operator manipulates scan strategies in a range of AM
metals.
For more information about the NIST Additive
Manufacturing Fatigue and Fracture Group, visit www.
nist.gov/programs-projects/additive-manufacturingfatigue-and-fracture.
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